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Our platform trailers can be used for many purposes. No wonder so many entrepreneurs regard it 
as one of their most valuable tools. 

As a standard, the Azure H has been equipped with a loading platform above the wheels. As a 
result, the side walls can be folded down completely. Moreover, all walls and corner posts are easily 
removed, resulting in a completely flat trailer. 

The Azure H has been provided with the special HAPERT locking system. This system will ensure 
that dropsides are closed and that the front rack, the removable walls, the raised cover, or the wire 
racking can be secured. You can hit the road with confidence.

Open trailers
H-1, H-2 & H-3

OPEN TRAILERS

AZURE H:  
HAPERT’S FLAGSHIP 
FOR MANY YEARS 
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All Hapert trailers have been provided with  
the TÜV certified load-securing system!

STANDARDS, OPTIONS, AND ACCESSORIES

OPEN TRAILERS Standard: the H models with 
a length of more than 450 cm 
are, as a standard, equipped with 
removable central posts.

Option: boltable hooks on the 
inside of the side edge, for easy 
fixing of, for example, a cargo net.

Option: fixed or hinged Combi 
Protect Rail instead of dropsides 
(in case of hinged Combi Protect 
Rail, the internal measurements are 
decreased by 5 cm).

Option: cargo net, fine mesh. Option: raised cover, in grey, 
available with different interior 
heights, including 150, 180, 210, 
230, and 250 cm. 

Option: Combi Protect Rail 
mounted onto the aluminium 
dropsides.

Option: grey flat cover.

Option: Azure H with ‘DRIVE-ON’ 
package:
-  2 integrated aluminium loading 

skids 250 cm; 
-  2 stable, swivelling adjustable prop 

stands and extra floor support in 
the frame. 

Option: the Azure H models in  
3500 kg, from 335 x 180 cm, can be 
equipped with parabolic leaf spring 
axles including shock absorbers.Tyres 
185/70 R13 C or 195/50 R13 have 
also been provided with black rims.

Option: raised cover with  
sliding canvas construction on both 
sides (from 450 cm provided with 
central post).

Option: height-adjustable drawbar, 
mounted with ball coupling or eye. 
The drawbar is provided with a 
reinforced jockey wheel.

Option: rack on side walls with  
2 tubes, like a front rack.

Option: removable aluminium walls 
with a height of 30 or 40 cm.

Option: winch and winch support 
mounted in front (only possible in 
combination with walls with a height 
of 30 cm).

Option: removable front rack 
mounted and secured in the corner 
posts.

Option: removable and pendulating 
wire-mesh rack, provided with 
fasteners.


